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Yaris. The smart choice. Good things in a 
great looking compact package full of energy 
for life. Yet there’s more. Genuine Toyota 
accessories give you extra options for  
new dimensions of style, practicality and 
technical innovation. Reassuringly, each 
accessory comes with the same big thinking 
and commitment to quality as the Yaris itself.
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Individual
Aerodynamic. Intriguing arched 
contours. Smooth flowing lines. 
Yaris catches the eye wherever it 
goes. Toyota body style accessories 
build on the appeal to make even 
more of an impression.

What’s so important about Toyota accessories  
is that they have been designed by Toyota 
especially for the Yaris. Installation is easy.  
The integration perfect. Every element  
works to create a co-ordinated yet highly  
individual appearance.

01 Roof spoiler 
  Adds emphasis to the 

Yaris’ great aerodynamics.

02 Side chrome garnish 
  A stylish visual highlight 

for the side of your car.

03	Exhaust	pipe	finisher	
  High quality distinctive 

chrome finish.
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Personality
Style is all about personality.  
It’s adding those little extra  
details to make a big, big 
difference. You can do it with 
Toyota accessories.

Chromed fog lamp contours to emphasise  
the lights and grille at the front of your car.  
Choose chromed wing mirrors or an appealing  
chrome garnish at the rear. Individually  
or together, each presents a special touch  
to show how you like things to be.
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01  Rear chrome garnish 
 Adds a stylish visual 
highlight to the  
trunk detail.

02 Chrome mirror covers  
  Clip-on design to  

enhance the look of  
your wing mirrors. 

03 Fog lamp contour  
  Chrome finish bezel  

that accentuates your  
fog lamps.
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Expression
Toyota alloy wheels are the ultimate in self 
expression. You have some great choices with 
designs ranging from sports through to urban 

 
sophistication. Lowering springs increase the 
effect even further by giving your Yaris that 
dynamic, ground hugging, low-slung look.
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05  Lowering springs   
 Engineered to complement 
the Yaris’ shock absorbers.

06 Wheel locks 
  The rounded profile and 

coded key help protect 
your valuable alloys.
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01 15" Antibes – anthracite

02 15" Antibes

03 15" Savara

04 15" Orana
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03Dynamic
Power and excitement. All the thrills of the sporting arena are  
clear to see in the exclusive range of Yaris sports accessories by  
Toyota Motor Sport GmbH.
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Toyota Motor Sport is the skill and ingenuity 
behind Toyota Formula 1 racing. Today its design 
and technology teams have inspired a unique 
choice of accessories especially for your Yaris.

01 16" Grand Prix

02 16" Pitlane

03  Toyota Motor Sport  
side skirts 

  Seamless integration 
creating a sporty,  
low profile look.

From streamlined side skirts through to 16" alloy 
wheels, each accessory captures the undeniable 
passion of the racetrack.



Performance
Think Toyota Formula 1 and the image is of 
aerodynamic precision. So too with Toyota Motor Sport 
body style accessories for your Yaris.

The very same skills guiding the development of Toyota Formula 1 racing  
are the influence for the Toyota Motor Sport roof spoiler and side skirt.  
Both have been designed for seamless integration with your Yaris’ body 
contours. Both convey the look of smooth, expertly controlled,  
high performance streamlining.
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01  Toyota Motor Sport  
roof spoiler 

  Designed to emphasise  
the sporty aerodynamics 
of your Yaris.

02  Toyota Motor Sport  
kit rear view 

  Powerful, sports inspired 
rear-end styling.
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Luxury
A Toyota leather interior is surely 
the ultimate enhancement for  
your Yaris. Luxury, style, comfort 
and practicality come together  
in a presentation that’s as good  
to look at as it is to sit in.

Choose from a range of colours and either pure 
high quality leather or a leather and suede-style 
Alcantara® combination. The design includes 
seats, head rests and door panels. Reassuringly,  
the installation is fully compatible with side  
air bag operation.

Door sill scuff plates and race-inspired perforated 
aluminium alloy pedals complete the picture of 
personalised sophistication.
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01 02

0301 Leather interior 
  Your choice of colours in 

leather and Alcantara® 
combinations for a sense 
of pure luxury.

02	Scuff	plates	
  The brushed aluminium 

finish conveys a look of 
undeniable style.

03  Alloy pedals  
 Perforated design with  
a brushed aluminium  
finish. For manual 
transmission cars.
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Innovation
Every button and display on Toyota technology is designed to be  
user friendly. Every function has been conceived to satisfy a need..

The TNS400 and TNS410 navigation systems epitomise Toyota’s concept of technology with purpose. 
Whichever you choose, each will guide you effortlessly anywhere around Europe.

Touch screen controls and a high definition 5.8" screen make the TNS510 incredibly easy to use.  
You get ultra-fast route calculations, a destinations memory and DRG** to help avoid  
traffic problems. The system comes with an integral radio, WMA/MPS/CDX compatible CD player, 
Bluetooth® streaming and comprehensive connectivity including a USB slot.

Flexibility is the key to the TNS410 navigation system. This is a portable unit for use whilst  
walking and in your car. It features a 4.3" high definition colour screen with touch controls.  
Plus, it has a great entertainment and communications centre including Bluetooth® streaming,  
WMA/MP3 compatible CD player, a USB slot and a DVD deck.

01  Bluetooth®  
hands-free system* 

  Ideal if your Yaris is not 
already enabled for 
Bluetooth® communications. 
A choice of either steering 
wheel controls or an 
illuminated dashboard 
control pad combine  
with voice recognition 
commands to ensure ease 
of use. The system also 
enables music stored on 
your phone to be played 
through the Yaris’ speakers

02  Bluetooth® 
complementary kit* 

  Added convenience for 
Bluetooth® phone users. 
The kit includes a discreet 
external antenna and a 
cable-less cradle to secure 
your phone and charge the 
battery. It complements  
all Toyota pre-fitted and 
accessory Bluetooth® 
enabling technologies 
including the Bluetooth® 
hands-free system.

03  TNS510  
navigation system

  Comprehensive European 
navigation combined  
with communications and 
entertainment capabilities.

04  TNS400 
navigation system 

  Directions provided in full 
map colour graphics 
synchronised with clear 
voice commands.

05  TNS410  
navigation system 

  The portable system  
for navigation, 
communications and 
entertainment. 

*  Contact your Toyota 
Retailer for details of 
phone compatibility.

**   DRG (Dynamic Route 
Guidance) depends on  
the availability of Traffic 
Message Channel  
radio broadcasts.
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Integration
Nothing happens in isolation. 
That’s particularly true of 
technology. The Toyota approach  
is to integrate and enhance.

For example, the Toyota centre console integration 
kit has sockets for your iPod, iPhone and a USB 
cable. These let you operate your iPod and iPhone 
through the optional TNS510 navigation system. 
Listen to the iPod’s music through your car’s 
sound system. And play compatible audio files 
directly from a USB device.

Similarly, the JBL premium sound system is 
custom designed to link with and enhance your 
Yaris’ audio. Features include a 440 watt DSP 
amplifier, front tweeters and woofers, rear coaxial 
speakers and a 100 watt rear subwoofer.  
The result is a spatial clarity comparable to  
top quality home audio systems.
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01  JBL premium  
sound system 

  Optimises the Yaris’ audio 
to give a breathtaking 
acoustic performance.
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02 DAB 
  Enhances the optional 

TNS510 navigation 
system’s audio to  
receive digital audio  
radio broadcasts.

03 HomeLink 
  Operates up to three home 

automation systems such 
as garage doors, drive 
gates and security lighting 
from inside your Yaris. 
Available in grey or beige 
to match your car’s interior.

04  iPod, iPhone and USB 
integration kit 

  Locates in the centre 
console and provides 
sockets for integrating 
personal technologies  
with the Yaris’ audio  
and optional TNS510 
navigation system.

01

 The following additional 
accessories are also 
available, though they  
are not pictured here.

Rear speakers 
 Perfectly balanced to 
complement your car’s 
pre-fitted audio and  
front speakers.
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01 Detachable towing hitch 
  Gives you a towing 

capacity up to 1,050kg. 
Available with a choice  
of either horizontal or 
vertical installation and  
an optional wiring kit. 02 Roof rack 

  Strong yet lightweight 
aluminium design with 
integral locking.

03 Barracuda bicycle holder 
  Features a unique anti-

theft system and moulded 
profiles to grip the bicycle’s 
wheels. Available in both 
left and right side versions.

04   Ski holders  
Choice of two lockable 
aluminium designs. The 
small holders carry four 
pairs of skis or two 
snowboards. The large size 
holds six pairs of skis or 
four snowboards.

Versatile
Who knows where life will take 
you? There’s an adventure in  
store every day. With the Yaris  
and Toyota accessories you  
can grasp each opportunity  
that comes along.

The aerodynamic aluminium roof rack gives you 
enormous flexibility for enjoying all that life has  
to offer. It is easy to install and locks securely to 
the roof of your Yaris. You can then combine it with  
a great range of optional attachments specially 
designed for those specialised carrying jobs.

Similarly, with the Toyota towing hitches and  
rear bicycle holder you increase your car’s 
versatility even further.

The following additional 
accessories are also 
available, though they  
are not pictured here.

Rear bicycle holder 
 Securely carries up to  
three bicycles. Custom 
designed for fixing to  
Toyota towing hitches.

Luggage box 
 Ideal for touring holidays and 
weekends away. Features 
include central locking and 
passenger side opening. 
Available in luxury and 
standard versions.

The following additional 
accessories are also 
available, though they  
are not pictured here.

Ski box
 Smooth aerodynamic design 
with big interior dimensions, 
central locking and passenger 
side opening. Available in 
luxury and standard versions.



Lifestyle
People have different ways of  
doing things. Different ways of  
living with their car. Toyota  
accessories are designed for  
the individual in you.

The trunk liner and reversible trunk mat offer  
choices for protecting your rear carpets.  
They withstand everything from a sports bag  
through to the muddiest, messiest item you  
can imagine. A touch more subtle is the vertical  
cargo net for holding smaller possessions  
neatly  in the trunk. And then there’s the centre 
console armrest with discreet, out of sight 
storage. Toyota accessories are all about  
you and your lifestyle.
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01 Centre console armrest 
  Added comfort for those 

long drives combined  
with convenient small  
item storage.

02 Trunk liner 
  Durable rubber with  

raised side edges to 
protect against mud, 
liquids and dirt. 

03 Reversible trunk mat 
  Luxurious velour on one 

side and tough waterproof 
rubber on the other. The 
mat neatly folds to fit 
around a raised seat while 
protecting the rest of the 
rear floor space.

The following additional 
accessories are also 
available, though they  
are not pictured here.

Cargo net, vertical 
 Clips onto pre-fitted hooks  
to help keep your trunk  
neat and tidy.
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Reassuring
Protecting style. Guarding against 
bumps and scrapes. There’s a  
great range of Toyota accessories 
to help keep your Yaris in  
pristine condition.

You’ll find the Toyota parking aid system a big 
benefit in avoiding accidental damage when 
manoeuvring in tight spaces. Sensors located  
in the rear bumper automatically activate when  
you engage reverse gear. In turn, the sensors link  
to an in-cabin alarm that emits a progressively 
louder warning the closer you get to an obstacle.

Adding reassurance when you leave your Yaris 
parked is the Toyota vehicle security system.  
It provides a powerful alarm to complement  
your Yaris’ pre-fitted immobiliser and has an 
inclination sensor to warn of attempted alloy 
wheel theft and towing.

01 02

04

01 Parking aid system 
  A complete warning 

system including  
rear sensors and an  
in-cabin alarm.

02 Fog lamps 
  A stylish enhancement  

for safer driving in poor 
weather conditions.

03	Mud	flaps	
  Custom shaped for  

the Yaris’ front and rear 
wheel arches.

04 Vehicle security system 
  The powerful alarm ideally 

complements your 
pre-fitted immobiliser.
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Protective
Comfort for you. Protection for your car. Toyota accessories are  
custom designed for modern living.

Wind deflectors help make driving the Yaris even more special. They create freedom to enjoy  
the fresh air sensation of open windows without the disturbance of excessive wind movement  
and noise. Similarly, a cabin air filter will keep the interior environment just the way you like it.

For your car, side mouldings, bumper corner protectors, door handle protection film and rear  
bumper protection film are perfect guardians of that good as new look.

01 02
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04

01  Side mouldings  
 Effective protection for 
doors against accidental  
bumps. Painted to match 
your car’s body colour.

02  Door handle  
protection	film	 
Easy to apply transparent 
self-adhesive film to 
prevent minor scratching.

03		Wind	deflectors	
  Flawlessly integrate with 

the Yaris’ aerodynamics.

04		Cabin	air	filter 
Helps prevent pollen, dust, 
odours and fumes entering 
the cabin.

The following additional 
accessories are also 
available, though they  
are not pictured here. 

	Rear	bumper	protection	film	
Transparent self-adhesive  
film to guard your bumper 
paintwork when sliding things 
in and out of the trunk.

Bumper corner protectors  
Protection for your front  
and rear bumpers against 
minor scrapes.
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Safe
Children are surely the most 
precious cargo you’ll ever carry.  
Be assured. Toyota child restraint 
seats will help keep them safe  
and comfortable wherever you go.

For maximum safety, all Toyota ISOFIX child 
restraint seats have a simple push-click  
operation to lock into your Yaris’ rear ISOFIX  
bars and so anchor directly to the car body.

Babysafe is especially for babies from birth up  
to around 15 months (to 13 kg). It has an integral 
retractable canopy offering extra protection 
against the sun and wind.

For children of between eight months and four 
years (approximately 9 to 18 kg) there’s the Duo 
Plus. This has deep padded wings for side impact 
protection and a top tether to increase stability.

With a growing family you’ll appreciate the Kid 
restraint seat. The booster cushion and height 
adjustable head rest make it ideal for children 
between three and 12 years (approximately  
15 to 36 kg).
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01  Duo Plus ISOFIX  
restraint seat 

  For children of between 
eight months and four 
years (approximately  
9 to 18 kg).

02  Kid restraint seat 
  For children between three 

and 12 years (approximately 
15 to 36 kg).

03  Babysafe restraint seat 
  For babies from birth up  

to around 15 months  
(to 13 kg).

04	Rubber	floor	mats	
  Really tough protection  

for your carpets against 
mud and grime.

05	Textile	floor	mats	
  Choose from velour  

or needle-felt in a range  
of colours.



Caring
Sometimes it’s the little things  
in life that make a big difference. 
Yaris accessories consider the 
details of helping care for you  
and your car. 01

04

02

05

03

06
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01  Fire extinguisher, warning 
triangle,	first	aid	kit	

  Essential preparation for 
the unexpected. 

02	Reflecting	jacket	
  See and be seen is a golden 

rule of personal safety.

03 Touch-up paint  
  Available in stick and 

aerosol for those  
little scratches.

04 Spare light bulb kit 
  Be sure, be safe, with a 

complete set of 
replacement bulbs.

05 Car Care Products 
  Glass cleaner, upholstery 

cleaner, leather cleaner, 
windscreen washer fluid.

06 Replacement battery 
  A perfect fit for your Yaris.

Accessory range list

Alloy wheels   8, 10 

Alloy pedals   15

Armrest   22

Bicycle holder   21

Bluetooth®   16

Cabin air filter   27

Child restraint seats   28

Chrome mirror covers   6

DAB   19

Detachable towing hitch   20

Door handle protection film   27

Exhaust pipe finisher   5

Floormats   29

Fog lamps   25

Fog lamp contour   7

HomeLink   19

iPod, iPhone and USB integration kit  19

JBL premium sound system   18

Leather interior   14

Lowering springs   9

Mud flaps   25 

Navigation  systems 17

Parking aid system   24

Rear chrome garnish   6

Reversable trunk mat   23

Roof rack   21

Roof spoiler   5

Scuff plates   15

Side chrome garnish   5

Side mouldings   27

Ski holders   21

Toyota Motor Sport kit  13

Toyota Motor Sport rear spoiler   12

Toyota Motor Sport side skirt   11

Trunk liner   22

Vehicle security system   25

Wind deflectors   27


